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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Over tne past forty years more than twenty major studies nave been 

conducted on how to best organize the joint military establishment. This fact 

alone establishes the continuing disatisfaction with the effectiveness of the 

establishment and continuing inability to "fix" it. 

Criticisms of the joint military establishment focus on its inability 

to deliver good, timely advice from the deliberative process of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff; inadequate strategic and war planning; and poorly conducted 

joint operations. 

Yet evidence to support these charges is not readily mustered. It is 

mainly in the form of anecdotal, personal experiences of senior officials, 

which is necessarily subjective and open to dispute. Nonetheless, when viewed 

in its entirety, such evidence makes a cortpelling case that the joint military 

establishment is not as effective as it could and should be. 

Proposals for change, however, unless viewed in the larger context of 

the joint military estaolishment's role in national security, can result in 

changes which either do not solve the problem, or solve only one part while 

exacerbating others. It is for this reason that this paper presents an 

analytical framework for evaluating reform proposals. Specifically, proposals 

by General David Jones, General Edward C. Meyer, Representative William 

Nichols, and those proposals put forward in 1983 by the Department of Defense 

and the Joint Chiefs of Staff are evaluated. The evaluation discloses that 

none of them, as presented, is adequate to meet the full range of criticisms 

which cover the entire spectrum of joint military responsibilities. 

111 



Historically, reform since 1947 has tended to centralize decision 

authority, streamline command authority, strengthen the Joint Staff, increase 

joint military involvement in resource allocation, increase involvement of the 

CINCs, and be incremental - codifying existing ad hoc practices. 

The reason for the latter is that there always exist in the government 

a number of obstacles to major reform. Today these obstacles exist in 

Congress, the White House, OSD, the military departments, and the JCS. 

For tnis reason, for reform to take place, it must be incremental, be 

supported by the major actors, be a codification of existing practices and be 

done by DoD directive rather than legislation. 

Specifically, the following cnanges are recommended: 

- Designate the Chair-nan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as the 
"Senior Military Advisor". 

- Have the Joint Staff work for the Chairman. 

- Expedite joint staffing procedures. 

- Develop a five year, fiscally-constrained Joint Strategic 
Planning Document. 

- Develop a near-term military strategy and conform the CINCs' 
war plans to that strategy. 

- Direct that service chiefs rotate as Acting Chairman. 

- Estaolish a Joint Doctrine Division in JCS. 

- Establish a Joint Requirements and Programs Directorate in JCS. 

- Suomit component command budgets through the CINCs to the JCS. 

- Establish a CINC contingency fund. 

- Replace the JCS with the Chairman in tne chain of command. 

IV 



While most of these recommendations are incremental, or codify existing 

practice, their adoption would improve the effectiveness of the joint military 

establishment in fulfilling its responsioilities. 

I* 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODXTION 

Since World War II, the United States has organized its military 

establishment in a joint manner, recognizinq the fact that, in an increasingly 

dangerous, complex and interconnecter*. world, single-service warfare is gone 

forever.   The resulting joinL military establishment consists of the 

Organization of the Joi.«. Chiefs of Staff (composed of the Chairman, the Joint 

Chiefs, the Joint Staff, and various joint agencies, such as the Joint 

De^1 yment Agency) and the unified and specified Commands.   Nonetheless, 

vestiges of the pre-World War II service-oriented military estaolishment 

continue to exist in the form of the military departments (and, were expanded 

in 1947 with the establishment of the new Department of the Air Force) and 

powerful service component commands in the unified commands. 

The shift to " jointness" has not been an easy one.   Since its 

inception, the joint military establishment has been studied ("to death", in 

the view of many people), criticized (unfairly, in the view of others), 

■reorganized and debated.   The current round of debate was sparked in 1982 by 

criticism of the existing organization and recommendations for change by the 

outgoing Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General David Jones.   The 

outgoing Army Chief of Staff, General Ectoard Meyer, went even further in 

criticizing the organization and calling for cnanges.    Those criticisms, 

viewed in the context of the international and domestic settings, prompted 

Congress to hold extensive hearings on the subject of JCS reorganization.   The 

resulting 1984 legislation, Public Law 98-525, made only modest changes in the 



current structure. However, continuing interest in the subject and 

congressional promises that the subject would be a "top priority" in the next 

legislative session, seem to indicate that this current round of debate is far 

from over. 

However, two essential questions must first be answered if productive 

change is to occur. First, what are the problems with the current joint 

military establishment? Second, can organizational changes correct those 

problems, and if so, which ones should be made and how? 

With regard to the second question, there are at least two schools of 

thought. One school says that it is not the boxes on the organizational chart 

that matter as much as the "blokes' in the boxes. Or, as kit Force Secretary 

Verne Orr put it, "The right people will work successfully regardless of the 

organization and the wrong people can't work at all no matter how perfect the 

organization is." 

An alternative school holds that, while organizational changes may not 

resolve all the problems which exist, organization does affect effectiveness 

and, therefore, reorganization can increase efficiency. As former Defense 

Secretary Harold Brown stated, "[there] is no excuse for not dealing with 

military organizational problems, which do, as history shows, substantially 

2 
affect the military effectiveness of any military establishment."  The 

number of improvements which have been made through organizational change 

since World War II (particularly the National Security Act of 1947 which 

established, inter alia, the joint military establishment) would seem to 

suggest that the latter school of thought has a great deal of merit. Such a 

conclusion does not negate the views of people like Secretary Orr, but only 
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claims that his view looks at the two extremes. There are other, possibly 

more frequent situations, where the people involved are neither the "right" 

ones or the "wrong" ones, but rather ones whose effectiveness can be improved 

by better organization. 

Further, the effectiveness of the organization of the military 

establishment can not be evaluated in isolation from existing international 

and domestic factors. Changes in weapons, communications, the military 

threat, and alliances - to name but a few - have combined to change the nature 

of warfare. Thus, the current military organization, which had been adequate 

previously, may now be obsolete. It also should be noted that it is difficult 

at best to determine, a priori, the actual results of any organizational 

cnange. Personalities, time and circumstance have a way of shaping changes 

which often can take them far afield from their intended results. 

Even if one agrees that changes are necessary, one is still left with 

the question of how such changes should be enacted. Should they be done 

internally, by DoD directive, or by legislation? The answer to this question 

will determine how easily they can be done (or undone) and may have 

constitutional implications affecting the President's role as Commander- 

in-Chief and his relationship with Congress. This aspect will be pursued 

further later in the paper. 

Returning to the first question, what are the problems with the current 

joint military establishment? To answer this question adequately, one must 

examine the responsibilities of the establishment. Basically, they are 

threefold: 



To provide timely and high-quality joint military advice to the 

President and the Secretary of Defense; 

To conduct joint planning; 

To conduct joint military operations. 

The responsibility to provide joint military advice is essentially that 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, flowing from Ti-le 10 of the US Code which 

designates the Joint Chiefs of Staff (which includes the Chairman) as "the 

principal military advisers to the President, the National Security Council, 

and the Secretary of Defense."     This situation does not preclude the 

National Command Authority from soliciting (or receiving) advice from other 

sources such as the Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs) of the Unified and Specified 

Comnands. 

The responsibility for joint planning encompasses three areas: 

strategic planning, war planning, and logistics planning.   Strategic planning 

is a responsibility of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as prescribed by Title 
4 

10.     Strategic planning is designed to set long term strategic goals and 

objectives of the armed forces in order to accomplish the national objectives 

established by civilian authorities.   The primary JCS document for strategic 

planning is the Joint Strategic Planning Document (JSPD), which in theory 

should be used as a basis for force planning, programming and budgeting.   War 

planning is done primarily oy the CINCs, in their role as the "war-fighters", 

to meet near term requirements.    The CINCs' war plans describe how the forces 

under their operational control might be employed in the event of conflict 

today.   The CINCs receive guidance from the JCS in the formulation of their 

war plans through the requirements and forces available for planning 



delineated in the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP).   The war plans are 

reviewed by the JCS, but the amount of JCS influence over them varies, with 

CINCSAC's war plan (the Single Integrated Operational Plan - SIGP) being 

probably the one most directed.   Logistics planning is done by the JCS in 

support of strategic and war planning. 

■Die responsiblility for conducting joint military operations rests 

primarily with the CINCs, although the preferences of the National Command 

Authority obviously can and do affect operations.   At one extreme, for 

example, it is well known that targets for bombing missions in North Vietnam 

during the Vietnam War were selected in the White House.   At the other end of 

the spectrum, it appears that CINCLANT had considerable freedom in his conduct 

of the Grenada operation. 

Given that tnese are the responsibilities of the Joint Military 

Establishment, there are widespread perceptions that these responsibilities 

ace not fulfilled as effectively and efficiently as they should be.   For 

example, a Wall Street Journal editorial claimed, 

"As things stand now, the Pentagon is not a fighting machine.    It 
is four separate organizations that conpete for budget money and 
the favor of Congress.   Its command structure is such that no one 
has sufficient power to integrate the forces provided by the 
services into unified, mission-oriented fighting groups...   Even 
in some of its more successful operations of recent years, the US 
military has shown it is weak in joint-operations planning and 
execution."5 

These perceptions have been exacerbated by fiscal difficulties (such as the 

budget deficit) and consequent pressures on defense resource allocations, 

heightened by the continually growing Soviet threat, fueled by recurring 



stories recounting gross inefficiencies and waste in defense spending, and 

exemplified by apparent military "failures" such as occurred in Iran and 

Beirut. 

This paper will examine whether such perceptions are justified, and if 

so, what changes, if any, can and should be made to increase the efficiency 

and effectiveness of the joint military establishment.   The paper will focus 

on the JCS and the Unified and Specified Commands.   The larger question 

concerning the organization and operation of the Defense Department, with its 

military departments, numerous agencies, and the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense is outside tne scope ot this study.   Those entities will be considered 

only as they directly impinge upon the more narrow joint military 

establishment. 

I will first construct an analytical framework with which to evaluate 

the current organization and proposals for change,    k brief history of the 

joint military establishment will lead to an identification and evaluation of 

current criticisms.   An analysis of the Jones proposal, the Meyer proposal, 

the Nichols Bill, and the recently passed Public Law 98-525 (as 

representatives of the myriad of reorganization proposals) will be made using 

the analytical framework.   An examination of the current positions of the 

major actors - Congress, the White Souse, OSD, the JCS, and the military 

departments - will identify the prerequisites for, and obstacles to, reform. 

Finally, I will conclude with a set of recommendations designed to meet those 

prerequisites as well as the requirements of the analytical framework. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

It is tenpting to evaluate the current organization and proposals for 

change simply in light of how well each enhances the capability of the joint 

military establishment to fulfill a particular responsibility, such as 

providing military advice.   To take such an approach, however, ignores the 

interrelated nature of the various responsibilities and runs the risk of 

making a "fix' in one area which degrades the capability to fulfill other 

responsibilities.   Further, there may be inherent tensions among the 

responsibilities wnich effectively preclude reaching an optimal solution for 

each and force one to settle for maximal solutions for all. 

For example, a proposal to create a single military Chief of the Armed 

Forces could arguably increase the efficiency of the military in conducting 

joint operations since it would vest coinnand authority in a uniformed person, 

rather than civilian (like the defense secretary) and a single person, rather 

than a committee (like the Joint Chiefs of Staff).   Yet, such a proposal, 

standing alone, could threaten other responsibilities, such as providing 

military advice, by making the military a rival to, instead of adviser to, the 

defense secretary and by stifling the views of other senior military officers, 

thereby degrading the quality of the advice. 

There even may be tensions inherent within each responsibility.   To be 

effective, advice should be both timely and of good quality.   While timeliness 

may be enhanced by having a single person provide the advice (for exanple, the 

Chairman vice the Chiefs), the quality of the advice may be lessened if other 



views are not heard. 

To avoid these problems, it is useful to describe the national security 

structure from top to bottom in terms of the points of interaction with the 

joint military establishment. In this way, proposals can be analyzed by 

examining them in this framework of the national security structure, tensions 

identified and made explicit, and trade-offs consciously made. 

The national security structure, as it pertains to the joint military 

estaDlishment has three basic components, national strategy, national security 

policy, and national security posture (see Figure 1). National strategy is 

a rather slippery concept which has seldom been well-articulated and in the 

formulation of which the military establishment qua military has little 

involvement since it is essentially political in nature. 

National security policy can be viewed as being the integration of 

military policy, economic policy, and diplomatic policy designed to implement 

the national strategy.  Naturally, the military establishment is most 

involved with military policy, but it does play a role in the other two policy 

components as well. For example, in economic policy, dependence on 

foreign-supplied oil has a direct national security iirplication. In 

diplomatic policy, the nature of alliances and arms control negotiations are 

but two examples which have national security implications. 

National security posture is the result of military strategy and force 
a 

structure.  Designed to meet the requirements of both deterrence and a 

war-fignting capability, the national security posture is the direct 

responsibility of the military establishment and includes war plans, military 

doctrine, force procurement and structuring, and coromand and control of 

military forces. 

3 
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The current military establishment, as well as proposals to change it, 

will be evaluated later in terms of how well its responsibilities for advice, 

planning, and operations are met or would be met within this structure. 

»• • - 
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CHAPTER III 

A HISTORY OF REFORM 

A brief recounting of the changes, and proposals for change, in the 

joint military establishment is useful in three ways. First, it places 

today's organization (and reform proposals) in an historical context. Second, 

it shows that current criticisms and proposals are not new and, in fact, have 

been voiced (and in some cases, acted upon) since the joint military 

establishment was formed (see Annex B). Some people conclude that this record 

demonstrates that incremental change cannot resolve fundamental problems. 

Others conclude the opposite - the history of US national security since World 

War II demonstrates that only incremental changes were needed to allow the 

joint military establishment to fulfill its reponsibilities adequately. This 

issue is critical, because many reform proposals today hinge on the question 

of "how much change is enough." Finally, an historical review can indicate 

trends in organizational reform which may identify directions for future 

changes. 

The JCS were established by presidential directive during World War II 

primarily so that the US military would have a counterpart to the British 

Chiefs of Staff to represent the US on the combined US-British Chiefs of 

Staff. The original members were the Army Chief of Staff, the Chief of Naval 

Operations and the Commanding General of the Army Air Force. Admiral Leahy 

was designated later as the Chief of Staff to the Commander in Chief, serving 

as a de facto chairman with a primary responsibility for liaison between the 

JCS and the President. There was no Joint Staff; rather the JCS relied upon a 

11 



series of joint committees and agencies for their staff support. Unified 

commands were established, with the services designated as executive agents. 

h. European Command was formed under Army control, a Pacific Command under the 

Navy, and a Southwest Pacific Command under the Army. Two Army Air Force 

Bomber Commands were essentially the forerunner of today's specified commands. 

As the war wound down, attention was focused on what the post-war 

military establishment should look like. In 1945, Army General J. Lawton 

Collins proposed codifying into law the Joint Chiefs of Staff structure. At 

the same time, he recommended the establishment of a single Chief of Staff of 

the Armed Forces who would: (1) be the principal military advisor to the 

President and the Secretary of Defense, (2) exercise authority over the 

operational commands and (3) exercise authority over the services. The Navy 

view, as expressed in Ferdinand Eberstadt's Report of 1945, was that the 

existing arrangement had worked well during the war and should be continued 

without major change. 

The National Security Act of 1947 (which provided the basis for Title 10 

of the US Code), although the result of a comproir.jr^ between the Army and the 

Navy, followed Eberstadt's proposals more cl^^ely than those of Collins. The 

act provided legal authorization for tb - Joint Chiefs of Staff and authorized 

a Joint Staff (of 100 officers) and a Director of the Joint Staff, both 

entities to be responsible «■ . the corporate body of the Joint Chiefs. The act 

provided legislative authority for the establishment by the president of 

Unified and Specified Commands (Truman had approved the first Unified Command 

Plan in 1946), and allowed for officers to be designated as Chief of Staff to 

the Coramander-in-Chief (as Admiral Leahy had been). In practice, nowever, 

12 
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this position was never tilled.

The 1949 amendnents to tne act followed the thrust of the 1948 Hoover 

Commission Report and pulled the military departments and the JCS into a 

centralized Depaccjnent of Defense. The amendment also created the position of 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a member (without a vote) of the JCS 

and directed that he shall:

•(1) preside over the Joiht Chiefs of Staff, (2) provide agenda 
for the meetings of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and assist tnem in 
carrying on their business as prortptly as practicable; and (3) 
inform the Secretary of Defense, amd, when the President or the 
Secretary of Defense considers it appropriate, the President, of 
those issues upon which the Joint Chiefs of Staff have not 
agreed.*^

The Chairman was specifically prohibited from exercising military command over 

the JCS or any of the armed forces.^® The Joint Staff was e;qpanded to 210 

officers.

In 1953, Eisenhower, through executive action, gave the Chaimum the 

authority to nonage the Joint Staff and further made the selection and tenure 

of Joint Staff officers subject to the Chairman's approved. Further, the 

military departments were brought into the chain of conmand by revising 

Department of Defense Directive 5100.1.^^ The revision was intended to 

strengthen civilian control by inserting tne service secretary (of the 

military department acting as executive agent) oetween the Secretary of 

Defense euid the service chief (euid thence to the combatant comronder).

By 1958 Eisenhower had decided that further changes were needed. He 

submitted a set of proposjds to Congress which became the Department of 

Defense Reorganization Act of 1958. The Chairmsui was given a vote in JCS



deliberations, authorized to task the Joint Staff on his own authority, and 

authorized to select the Director of tne Joint Staff. The size of tne Joint 

Staff was expanded to 400 officers and the Chairman was authorized to manage 

it on behalf of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The 1953 command arrangement was 

deemed to be too cumbersome, so DoD Directive 5100.1 again was revised 

establishing two separate command channels. The operational channel went from 

the Secretary of Defense, through the JCS, to the commanders of the unified 

and specified (combatant) commands. The support channel went from the 

Secretary of Defense to the military departments (and thence to the service 

12 
component commands of the combatant commands).   Additionally, Vice Chiefs 

of each service were established and the service chiefs were directed to 

delegate more authority to the Vice Chiefs for running the service and to 

devote more attention themselves to their responsibilities as Joint Chiefs. 

The 1958 reforms were the last major change to the joint military 

establishment — although Eisenhower clearly saw them as the first step in an 

evolutionary process.  Over the past five years a number of DOD actions 

have sought specifically to involve the joint military establishment more 

effectively in the resource allocation process. The Chairman of the JCS has 

been made a member of the Defense Resources Board (DRB), where final 

trade-offs are made between competing service programs. He also has been made 

a member of the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSAHC). The CINCs 

now provide information to the DRB, concerning their high priority needs and 

14 
the services must explain how (or why not) they are meeting those needs. 

A Strategic Plans and Resource Analysis Agency (SPRAA) has been established 

under the Director of the Joint Staff to "assist tne Joint Chiefs of Staff in 

14 



fulfilling their statuatory responsibilities to review the major material and 

personnel requirements of the Armed Forces in accordance with strategic and 

logistic plans." 

Finally, Public Law 98-525, passed in 1984 as part of the DoD FY85 

Budget Authorization Act, incorporated some of the changes sought in the 

House-passed Nichols Bill. Specifically, the Chairman was appointed as the 

spokesman for the ClNCs on operational requirements, and the tenure of Joint 

Staff officers raised from three to four years. The three year cap on tne 

Director's tour was lifted and provisions were made for the Chairman to select 

Joint Staff officers from the "most outstanding" officers of each service. 

Finally, the chairman was given the authority to determine when issues on the 

joint agenda would be decided. 

From the foregoing discussion at least six trends can be discerned. 

First, there appears to be a slight trend toward centralization of decision 

authority (e.g., the creation of OSD and strengthening of the office of the 

chairman). Second, there appears to be a trend toward streamlining command 

authority (e.g., the establishment of combatant commands). Third, efforts are 

continually made to strengthen the Joint Staff, in terms of both quantity and 

quality and in terms of more specific responsiblity to the Chairman. Fourth, 

increased, effective participation by the joint military establishment in the 

resource allocation process has been increasingly sought. Fifth, a greater 

involvement by the CINCs has evolved, not only in resource allocation, but 

also in doctrinal development and war planning. And sixth, legislated changes 

have codified existing practices, rather than breaking new ground. 

15 
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CHAPIER IV 

CRITICISMS OF THE JOINT MILITARY ESTABLISlUffiNT 

Despite these reforms, criticisms persist.   Criticisms of the joint 

military establishment can be grouped according to the three categories of 

responsibilities outlined earlier - advice, planning, and operations.   Quite 

often the criticisms spill over from one category to another, a fact which 

further validates the use of a larger analytical framework, such as the one 

constructed in this paper, to evaluate those criticisms and proposals for 

change.   The advice responsibility, for exanple, can relate to advice on items 

of diplomatic policy, such as arms control, or to items of military policy, 

such as strategy or force structure.   Further, most criticisms are either 

anecdotal or based on personal observations or both.   There has been no 

serious, empirical investigation of what problems exist.   The nature of the 

institution, however, makes such an investigation nearly impossible.   As Army . 

Undersecretary James Ambrose has noted, the only way to knew for certain 

whether the current structure is effective or not is to have a war - and it 

definitely is not worth having a war just to find that out. 

Nonetheless, there is some validity in determining what the recipients 

of military advice think of the advice they receive, what members of the JCS 

think about their own capabilities to plan, and what the CINCs think about 

their ability to conduct joint operations. 

Advice.   The key criticism, assistant defense secretary Lawrence Korb 

maintains, is the indisputable inability of the JCS to provide good and timely 

advice from the deliberative planning process (as opposed to advice in a 
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crisis). He cites as an exanple the fact that it recently took two years to 

receive a JCS response to an inquiry on what the proper troop strength level 

in Europe should be and even then the response was vague and iirpcecise. 

Of course, it may be that the JCS was deliberately vague (not willing to be 

tied down to a specific number that could become a ceiling rather than a floor 

for troop levels) and slow (hoping that the problem would go away). If so, 

then the JCS was acting no differently than any other government agency when 

forced to address an issue they did not want to address. But such a 

conclusion does not resolve tne basic issue of providing in a timely manner 

good military advice which has been solicited by civilian authorities. 

Former defense secretary James Scalesinger argues that, "the existing 

structure of the JCS, if it does not preclude the best military advice, 

provides a substantial, though not insurmountable barrier to such ' 

18 
advice.*  Former Undersecretary of the Navy R. James Woolsey has 

characterized the corporate advice of the Joint Chiefs as "intellectual flab 

19 
clothed in flaccid prose."  Former Undersecretary of Defense Robert Komer 

observed "I was not given much military advice corporately by the JCS because 

it was perfectly clear to them, as well as to me, that the corporate advice 

20 
they were able to give would not be terribly useful." 

Former CNO Admiral James Holloway has countercharged that criticisms 

labelling JCS advice as bad are "a euphemistic way of saying that when tne JCS 

do not provide the desired answer they are providing bad advice. Having 

dismissed the JCS with this charge, the administration, or Congress or the 

media, or the public shop around and find their own military experts who will 

21 
say what they want to hear." " While such a claim is undoubtedly true 
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occassionally, such a conclusion still begs the question of whether advice is 

more often labelled "bad" because it does not address the issues adequately or 

because it is not what decision-makers want to hear. Further, to conclude 

that Holloway's claim holds most often is to cast the strongest of aspersions 

on the motives and intentions of our elected and appointed officals, not only 

in a particular administrationf but over time, since such criticisms of JCS 

advice are not unique to the officials of one administration. 

Senior civilian officials do not criticize the capability of the 

nation's senior military officers to provide timely and good advice on their 

own. As former defense secretary Harold Brown points out, advice he received 

22 
from the service chiefs as individuals was "very wise, very thoughtful." 

Rather, it is the corporate advice received from the joint structure which is 

viewed as being dismal. Former national security adviser Brent Scowcroft 

observes that as long as the military is run at the top by a committee, you 

'will not get the kind of unalloyed advice that the President needs from the 

23 
wealth of intelligence and wisdom that resides in the military services." 

Brown is more specific in stating that the papers and positions produced by 

the joint system were "perfectly adequate, pedestrian outputs" or on important 

or contentious issues, where service interests were involved, were "either a 

useless logrolling exercise, or else downright mischievous by suggesting 

24 
something that obviously couldn't work".  "On procurement". Brown goes on 

to say, "you always get logrolling. But on operations, you would get a 

situation where the most important thing would be that nobody's ox got gored, 

that everybody has a piece of the action and that there was no substantial 

25 
shift in the previously negotiated responsibilities". " (Note the overlap 
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here between criticism of advisory responsibilities and operational 

responsibilities of the JCS). The result of the situation Brown describes is 

pointed out by Schlesinger. "The office of the Secretary of Defense has 

provided the analyses cutting across service lines which the Joint Chiefs of 

26 
Staff cannot now provide".  The point is that "joint" advice will be 

provided to the Secretary - he needs and demands it. The only questions are 

what role will the JCS play in its formulation and how much influence will 

they have. 

Even some of the Chiefs seem to recognize the inadequacies of their 

institutional advice. Some of the 1982 incumbents have been quoted as saying 

"...Joint advice frequently has no impact", and "Procedural changes witnin the 

Joint process are needed to encourage prompt, objective and Joint 

consideration and resolution of issues..." and, "the JCS staffing procedure is 

27 
flawed. It seeks the lowest common denominator."   Thus, while some 

chiefs, such as Admiral Holloway, extol the virtues of the fact that the Joint 

Chiefs are able to reach unanimous decisions on nearly every issue, other 

chiefs such as Air Force General Lew Allen characterize those decisions as 

"mash".28 

There is an air of self-fulfilling prophecy about the problem of 

advice. If the JCS provide bad advice, then the defense secretary is not 

likely to listen, and increasingly less likely to ask for it. This in turn, 

as former Army cnief General Harold K. Johnson notes, often forces the JCS to 

seek unanimity on issues in order to increase their influence by presenting a 

29 united military front on issues.   unfortunately, in tne quest for 

unanimity, the quality of tne advice can be degraded. This degradation leads 
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to an even greater disinclination on the part of the defense secretary to seek 

and use joint military advice. Furtner, there are those who argue that 

divergent views on the part of the Chiefs are both necesssary and useful, in 

that they highlight the real issues involved, present civilian leaders with a 

greater range of options from which to choose, and avoid the problem of 

lowest-common denominator advice. 

But the availability of divergent views can be used as a wedge to divide 

the chiefs and such division can allow the defense secretary to pick and 

choose among the advice until he finds the one which supports his favored 

position, Further such divisions among the chiefs are trumpeted by the press 

and seized upon by the Congress as evidence that there is not complete support 

for the defense secretary's (or president's) position on a particular issue. 

i| 9        Thus, it would seem necessary to establish the credibility of joint 

military advice at the start of each administration. Establishment of 

credibility is complicated if the JCS is seen by the incoming administration 

as "belonging" to the previous administration due to JCS support of previous 

policies. Part of this problem is alleviated through the normal rotation 

process, as new officers are selected to serve as the JCS by the new 

administration. Nonetheless, one is still left with the issue of timely and 

good advice in the interim. 

I have argued elsewnere that mucn of the influence and effectiveness of 

the JCS currently rests on the quality of the personal relationships between 

the Chiefs and between them and the secretary of defense and the 

president.   Indeed, General John Vessey, the current Chairman of the JCS, 

argues much the same thing.  Certainly, good personal relationships among 
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those parties go a long way in establishing trust, confidence, credibility and 

32 
influence - a situation which seems to hold today with the current players. 

But, what if those relationships do not exist, as is often the case at 

the start of a new administration? How can they be established, nurtured and 

strengthened? Obviously, personal relationships (like leadership) can not be 

legislated nor directed—they must be developed. It would appear that they 

could be developed, barring severe personality conflicts, if the joint 

military establishment, as an institution, was perceived as being able to 

render timely and quality advice regardless of the particular individuals 

serving at the time. That perception generally does not exist today. 

Various participants ascribe the lack of timely and quality advice to 

various structural deficiencies. Some, such as former Army Chief, General 

Edward Meyer, blame the "dual-hat" nature of the system, where chiefs of the 

services are also the Joint Chiefs. This situation results in an inherent 

conflict of interest, in their view, since one cannot expect a service chief 

to do other than defend the programs and positions of the service he 

represents. Yet, in his role as a Joint Chief, he may be asked to rule 

against those very service programs and positions. This is iirpossible to do, 

critics maintain, and the result is that service interests dominate joint 

interests, and logrolling occurs among the chiefs where they each defend the 

other's programs and fail to make the tough trade-off decisions. Further, 

dual-hatting gives one person two full-time jobs, and when time constraints 

build the joint responsibility can be given short shift, despite the presence 

of service vice chiefs, whose position was created to ameliorate this 

difficulty. Thus, for exanple, in tne five years oetween 1976 and 1981, only 
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24% of the time were all the members present for a JCS meeting, and 40% of the 

33 
time two or more were absent. 

Others counter that dual-hatting is not a counter-productive burden. 

Former CNO Admiral Thomas Hayward testified that "wnile I am a naval officer 

first, I am also well aware of my obligations and responsibilities as a member 

34 
of the Joint Cniefs of Staff."   Further, General Vessey recounts a 

situation where Admiral James Watkins, as CNO, approved a Navy program which 

General Vessey, speaking for tne CINCs, could not support. Admiral Watkins 

agreed with his perspective, and as a member of the Joint Chiefs, did not 

support that program either.   This example again demonstrates that good 

personal relationships can overcome the dichotomous nature of the dual-hat 

system, but does not fully resolve the issue of what to do before those 

fc 0     relationships are established. 

Still others, such as Admiral Holloway, argue that dual-hatting is a 

benefit, since joint advice is given by the service chiefs who are the most 

knowledgeable individuals on the capabilities and readiness of the units in 

their service.  Thus, they argue, removing the service chiefs from the 

joint policy advice arena could result in advice which was outdated, 

misinformed, or too limited in scope. Further, others argue that the 

operational perspective of the joint arena is a benefit to the service cniefs, 

helping them shape service programs and policies to meet the operational 

requirements of the CINCS. While this is undoubtedly true it should be kept 

firmly in mind that it is the CINC, not the service chief, who will have to 

employ military force and thus in any dispute over programs and policies, the 

CINCs views should be given priority. 
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Distinct from those who see dual-hatting as the problem are those, such 

as Brent Scowcroft, who see the problem as being the committee-like nature of 

the JCS. By their very nature, these critics argue, committees cannot offer 

sharp, timely advice. Removing the service chiefs from the joint policy arena 

would not solve the problem if they were only replaced by another committee. 

Further, the service chiefs could well continue to serve as Joint Chiefs if 

there was the authority vested in a single person to force timely and quality 

advice. Some people, such as Undersecretary of the Army James Ambrose, 

counter that this authority already exists in the person of the Secretary of 

37 Defense.  But given the tremendous responsibilities of the secretary and 

the dozens of subordinates and agencies already reporting to him, it is 

unlikely that he will have the time or inclination to participate so deeply in 

JCS deliberations. 

Finally, there are those who lay the blame for poor advice directly at 

the door of the Joint Staff. Since the law stipulates that "the Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff manages the Joint Staff and its Director, on behalf 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, its product can only reflect the committee 

38 
nature of the system.  Former Director of the Joint Staff Vice Admiral 

Thor Hanson has testified "that the job was very frustrating because I was 

directing a staff that worked for a committee, not an individual," and that 

39 
this fact "was made very clear to me...on a daily basis".   This situation 

has led some people, like former CINCPAC Admiral Robert Long, to conclude that 

"on some occasions the chairman has been reluctant...to specifically task the 

(Joint) staff and to direct it. I would recommend clarification of that so 
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that clearly the chairman does have some direct authority over the Joint 

Staff.-40 

Others who blame the Joint Staff for poor advice claim that the 

services, especially the Navy, have not in the past put their best officers on 

the Joint Staff. Vice Admiral Hanson notes that, "during my two years as 

director, not one lieutenant commander or commander on the Joint Staff was 

selected below tne zone for promotion." Further, he notes thcst "Navy Joint 

Staff selection percentages consistently lag far behind not only Navy 

41 
headquarters staff percentages, but also the overall fleet average." 

Planning. Criticism of the joint military establishment's fulfillment 

of its planning responsibility can be divided into three categories - 

strategic planning, contingency planning, and war planning. 

it 9        Strategic planning, in this instance, is not planning for national 

strategy, as in the previously constructed paradigm. Such planning more 

appropriately falls within the purview of elected and appointed civilian 

officials and the military input to that process is more accurately 

characterized as advice. Rather, strategic planning in this context refers to 

long range planning of military strategy - goals, objectives, tasks, and 

requirements. 

The criticism is that the JCS does not do strategic planning or does not 

do it well. Schlesinger observes that the JCS, as currently organized, and as 

tney now function,- does not participate in « meaningful way in the development 

42 
of long range strategy for our milit^- rorces.  Elliot Richardson claims 

that "there has been a tend*- ^ of civilian conponents of the government to 

take over... strategic planning functions, partly because they weren't being 
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carried out adequately by the Joint Chiefs of Staff." '   Ambrose cites as 

evidence of this inadequacy the fact that tne JCS has been recommending the 

same number of Army divisions for the past 25 years, independent of shifts in 

US interests and the threat and that he "can't find any sound basis" for the 

44 recommendations. 

One reason for this inadequacy on the part of JCS long-range planning is 

the fact that there is no institutionalized long-range planning procedure for 

developing national strategy. Each administration does that differently and 

often on an ad hoc basis. While a number of departments and agencies, such as 

defense and state, work on providing overall in^.näi guidance, rarely are 

they integrated into a coherent, cohesive national security policy, much less 

45 
a national strategy.  As former CNO Admiral Thomas Moorer points out, "we 

have not had a formal document setting forth national objectives since Mr. 

Eisenhower's term. So the Joint Chiefs of Staff have to kind of put it 

together from the state of the Union message, press releases, testimony, and 

46 
things of that kind."   There are indications that tne current 

administration has succeeded in putting together an integrated national 

strategy, but its linkages with military strategy are not clear. 

A further reason given for the inadequacy of JCS strategic planning is 

that tnere is no connection between the joint strategic planning document (the 

JSPD) and the force progranming and budgeting done by the services. Some 

critics conclude that "because it is not limited by likely budget totals, the 

JSPD is widely disregarded as unrealistic and, therefore, as relatively 

47 
uninportant to the PPBS system."   This situation is in fact true, and 

should come as no surprise, since the JSPD projects 11 years into the future 
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where it is inpossible to accurately determine available resources. Further, 

the JSPD cannot set effective prograiraiing goals since the defense program 

projects only five years ahead. 

Other criticisms of the joint military establishment's ability to plan 

focus on contingency and war planning. Both types of planning are typically 

done by the CINCs and represent kinds of military strategies for the 

near-term, but without the benefit of an overarching, global military strategy. 

In the case of contingency plans, Komer claims that in his review of 

nonnuclear contingency plans he was particularly disturbed by their 

assumptions on the availability of resources and forces. "...[Tlhe 

contingency plans were too generalized, depended on the availability of 

resources and units which were sometimes notional, that is, they didn't exist, 

C9    and involved a great deal of overlapping use of resources that would probably 

not be available in two places simultaneously." 

One CINC has stated that 'the CINCs sometimes get fuzzy guidance from 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The CINCs recognize that JCS guidance must be 

based on OSD guidance that may itself tend to lack specifics; but it is 

virtually impossible for a military commander to deal with a military mission 

49 
that depends on guidance objective such as 'deter', or 'dissuade'." 

The problems are compounded by the fact that the CINCs have the 

responsibility for executing the plans, but they do not (totally) control the 

present resources to do so. Tne forces assigned to combatant commands are 

assigned only for "operational control" and essentially belong to the 

services' conponent commands (within tne combatant command). 

Additionally, forces not assigned to combatant commands remain "for all 
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51 
purposes" in the military departments.  Further, the ClNCs have little 

control over the resource allocation process; therefore, they cannot directly 

increase their future capabilities to accomplish their mission. Any desired 

programmatic or budgeting change must go down to the CINC's component commands 

and back up to the military departments for incorporation in the service 

programs. The result, General Paul Gorman, former CINCSOUTri, notes, is that 

"program elements (submitted by Component Commanders) are not always handled 

within the services with the priority that we CINCs serving in the field would 

52 like to see."   Recent changes, described earlier, involving the CINCs more 

deeply in the DRB process, requiring the service programs to specifically 

address CINCs' priorities, and the involvement of SPRAA, may alleviate some of 

these problems. But the fact remains that the CINCs have no programmatic 

authority and cannot directly shape the forces they will have to lead to war. 

As Admiral Crowe, CINCPAC concludes, despite these changes, the unified 

commander's "influence in the resource allocation process is not yet 

53 
commensurate with [nis] responsibilities". 

Further, in the heat of the "oattle of tne budget", planners sometimes 

lose sight of what the real battles may require (or are forced to ignore 

them). An officer in Air Force Plans described the process in the following 

way. The service program is initially put together using the following 

criteria, in priority: 1) Operational requirements, 2) Dollars available, 

3) Acquisition capability, and 4) Political considerations (e.g. where the 

system will be built). In the process, however, the priorities get turned on 

54 their head and operational requirements become the least inportant. 

Joint Operations. Since many criticisms of planning responsibility 
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concern planning for operations, clearly many of those same criticisms are 

directed as well to the conduct of operations. 

Identifying specific criticisms directed solely at operations is more 

difficult. First, operational mistakes may be as much the result of the fog 

and friction of war as anything else; it is therefore arguable that any 

specific military failure could not have been forseen and corrected in 

advance. Second, the joint operational capability has not been severely 

stressed since World War II. Without such a major test it is difficult to 

know if occasionally occurring deficiencies are manifestations of systemic 

problems or only non-recurring incidents. Finally, operational defects tend 

not to repeat themselves, making it difficult to isolate a problem and correct 

it. 

fe 9        Nonetheless, criticisms have been levelled at the joint operational 

capability. The commander of US Forces Grenada, for example, has concluded 

55 that "we need to get better at joint operations with the Navy." 

Generally, criticisms seem to fall into three groups; transition to 

wartime, military doctrine, and command and control. General Meyer argues 

that our peacetime organization is not conducive to war fighting and thus, 

should war occur, we will be forced to shift to a more effective ad hoc 

wartime organization. In an age of intercontinental missiles, mechanized land 

forces, and long range aircraft, such a transition could reduce our ability to 

respond militarily in a timely manner and could prove to be the decisive 

factor in the war. General Andrew Goodpaster testified that indeed such a 
eg 

transition took place during the Vietnam conflict. ' Fortunately, the 
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threat in that case was not severe enough to cause irreparable damage to US 

security as a result of the transition. 

Those who argue that current military doctrine is inadequate for 

supporting joint operations point to the fact that doctrine is typically 

service-oriented/ not jointly oriented, since the services are charged with 

the responsibility for training their forces.   The results of this situation 

can be adverse.   General Gorman states that doctrine "is peculiarly the 

province of each service which is charged with developing tne service peculiar 

material and training, but the situation can arise, and has, in which joint 

concepts, requirements, and ideas are slighted by services in discharging 

those responsibilities." 

A report prepared for CINCLANT on the Grenada operation, for instance, 

appears to conclude that "airspace management lacked coordination and that 

could have resulted in 'more serious' problems, if hostile fighters had been 
58 present." 

Not ail criticisms of military doctrine focus on service dominance, 

however. Over the past few years the Army and the Air Force have oeen working 

together to develop a joint military doctrine called AirLand Battle (ALB), 

which defines how those two services would fight future wars in a mutually 

supporting way. Nonetheless, the SACEUR, commander of the theater in which 

such a joint doctrine would prove most efficacious, has rejected AirLand 

Battle and instead persuaded NATO to adopt as military doctrine a slightly 

different approach known as Follow-on Force Attack (FOFA). The two doctrines 

seek to achieve victory in Europe by different means. The CINCUSAREUR, who is 

also the NATO CENTAG commander, seems to have side-stepped part of this 
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problem by directing his corps commanders to use ALB as their operational 
59 doctrine, even though he must follow FOFA. '    But, by doing so, other 

problems in the theater may arise if adjacent army groups (and supporting air 

forces) are not following the same doctrine. 

Finally, there are those who focus on cumbersome and ineffective command 

and control as degrading our capability to conduct joint operations.   This 

perspective has two major aspects.   First, the unified commands are not truly 

joint, but rather more like a loose confederation of single-service forces. 

For example, the service-oriented component commands are not responsible to 

the CINCs either in doctrinal terms (as noted in the above ALB-FOFA exanple) 

or in resource terms (as noted earlier in the discussion on strategic 

planning).   General Rogers points out "The service views are well 

represented...[but] the cross-service or joint views nave a smaller 

constituency and limited formality of expression..."       As a result, joint 

operations can degenerate into a series of individual service actions, lacking 

cohesiveness and integration. 

Second, the service-dominated, committee nature of the JCS can result in 

each service demanding a "piece of the action", as Schlesinger pointed out, 

and therefore less efficient operations.   An exanple of this committee command 

structure leading to less efficient military operations, some argue, was the 

fact that four different air wars were conducted in Vietnam - one by the Air 

Force, one by the Navy, one by the Army, and one by the Marine Corps.   By 

inplication, an integrated, combined command structure could have avoided sucn 

a situation.   As LTG John Cushman concludes, "because the military services 
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and departments are the strong and enduring institutions of the military 

establishment, the JCS have long been failing the field commands in their 
... -62 harmonizing functions." 

r 
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CHAPTER V 

REFORM PROPOSALS 

A number of proposals have been made to correct the perceived problems 

of the joint military establishment in effectively and efficiently fulfilling 

its responsibilities in advising, planning, and operating. This section will 

examine four—the Meyer proposal, the Jones proposal, the Nichols Bill and the 

JCS/DoD proposal of 1983. 

Meyer Proposal. General Meyer saw the preeminent problem as being the 

"dual-hatting" of the service chiefs as joint chiefs. Therefore, he 

recommended eliminating this situation by eliminating the JCS organization and 

creating a National Military Advisory Council of distinguished four-stars from 

each of the services to develop military strategy and translate policy into ' 

programming guidance for the services. Tne Council chairman would direct the 

Council, manage the Joint Staff, and be the principal military advisor. Once 

the defense secretary approved council recommendations, tnose recommendations 

would be binding on the services. The services would be charged with 

executing budgetary programs and focusing on the discrete service aspects of 

doctrinal, tactical, and technological innovation. The CINCs would do 

near-term contingency and war planning based on guidance from the chairman and 

the council. 

Meyer's proposal is similar to that proposed by the first CJCS, General 

Omar Bradley, and advocated by others since then, such as Senator Symington in 

his 1960 report. How would Meyer's proposal affect our national security 

policy and national security posture? 
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In terms of national security policy, Meyer's proposal might increase 

the quality of advice on diplomatic, economic, and military policy by 

establishing an advisory council free of service parochialism and unencumbered 

by the need for protecting service interests. On the other hand, the quality 

of advice could be degraded by what some term the "Ivory Tower conplex". That 

is, by being separated from the day-to-day status and operations of forces, 

tne advisory council couid render advice that is unrealistic or out-of-date. 

Additionally, the Council might lack the institutional clout needed for 

ootaining the information necessary to make effective decisions. 

Further, some argue that Meyer's approach divides responsioility for 

policy planning from responsibility for policy execution, thus making it 

difficult to affix responsibility. On the otherhand, some argue that the 

current system suffers the same defect, since the JCS does policy planning, 

but the CINCs execute the policy. As General P.X. Kelley testified in House 

hearings on the Beirut bombing incident, the service chiefs (and Joint Chiefs) 

are not in the operational chain of command, and thus are not responsible for 

operational failures. 

The first problem could be alleviated by the council members keeping 

close track of the status of forces tnrough interaction with the service 

chiefs and CINCs. since the council's advice on national security policy 

would deal with mid-to-long term policy, the council need not get as involved 

as tne service chiefs in tne near term details of force status. The second 

problem relates to the first and could be alleviated by insuring a strong 

connection between the war plans of tne CINCs (the military policy executors) 

and the strategic planning guidance of the council. While these linkages may 
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ue implicit in Meyer's proposal, they would have to be made explicit, and 

mechanisms established for their fulfillment, in order for the proposal to be 

as effective as possiole. 

Certainly the strengthened chairman in Meyer's proposal should increase 

the timeliness of military advice by avoiding the currently cumbersome Joint 

Staff procedures, which even opponents of JCS reform, such as Admiral 
64 Holloway, concede is not timely. 

In terms of the military strategy and force structure components of our 

national security posture, Meyer's proposal could improve the military 

strategy position, if the above linkages are made.    Further, the advisory 

council's deliverance of program guidance to the services could inprove the 

cross-service, jointness of our force structure. 

iC^ On the other hand, Meyer does not directly address the areas of military 

doctrine or operational command and control, both of wnich have a direct 

effect on our national security posture. 

Jones Proposal.   General Jones advocates modifying the current joint 

military establishment by strengthening the CJCS, giving him more control over 

the Joint Staff, limiting service staff involvement in the joint process, and 

strengthening the CINCs' role with respect to their service component 

commanders. 

Jones' proposal could inprove the timeliness of advice on national 

security policy by designating the CJCS, rather than the JCS, as the 

"principal military advisor" to the President, Secretary of Defense, and 

National Security Council.   As Admiral Harry Train, a former CINCLANT and DJS 

notes, "It has become more acceptable (for the Chairman to express his 

# 
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individual views) as the years have gone by.   We have evolved into that.   Ten 

years ago it was accepted less than it is today."       Certainly the current 

chairman does not seem bashful about expressing his own views.   It may be that 

this aspect of the Jones proposal would only codify existing practice. 

It is not clear that the Jones proposal would materially affect the 

quality of JCS advice, however.   Although enhanced Joint Staff support of the 

CJCS would improve his capability to render good advice, the retention of tne 

service cniefs in the joint arena provides another avenue of advice to 

decision-makers.   As discussed earlier, there is a divergence of views on the 

merits of presenting differing advice. 

The Jones proposal would affect command and control by changing the 

command channel to run through the CJCS, rather than the JCS coporate body as 

is currently the practice.   This practice would certainly streamline the 

command channel, thereby enhancing command and control.   It may also enhance 

the transition from a peacetime to a wartime posture. 

Jones would also change the command and control arrangements by 

strengthening the authority of the CINCs over the conponent commands.   Yet, 

Jones is not explicit on how this increased authority would be acconplished 

and it is difficult to evaluate this aspect without specifics.   But, in 

general, it would seem to be a proper approach if it would strengthen the 

warfighting capability of the CINCs. 

Jones pays little attention to the relationship between war plans, 

military doctrine and force programming with military strategy.    In this 

regard, nis proposal is inadequate and would have to oe fleshed out oefore it 

could be seen as making a comprenensive contribution to the increased 
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effectiveness of the joint military establishment. 

Nichols Bill.   Representative Nichols1 plan, as encapsuled in H.R. 3718 

which passed the House in 1984, sought mainly to enhance the role of the 

CJCS.   It would have made him a member of the NSC, given him control of the 

Joint Staff, appointed him as "supervisor" of the CINCs, authorized him to 

provide military advice in his own right, and have run the chain of command 

through the CJCS, not the JCS. 

Of these proposed changes, the most contentious is that of making the 

chairman a member of the NSC.    To do so, argue those like John Kester, is to 

make him an equal of the individual who is his nominal superior, the Secretary 
66 

of Defense, and is patently unacceptable.   *   As a result, even strong 

advocates of reform such as the newly-appointed Chairman of the House Armed 

ikf Services Committee, Representative Les Aspin, have shown a willingness to drop 

that approach.       Certainly, placing the chairman on the NSC would seem to 

blur the command relationships and, while it might improve the timeliness of 

advice, the costs appear too nigh.   Furthermore, the chairman is already by 

law an advisor to the NSC.   Such a relationship appears to be adequate. 

The Nichols Bill's attempt to appoint the CJCS as the "supervisor" of 

the CINCs appears to have been an effort to increase the linkage between the 

JCS and the combatant commands while trying at the same time not to r?-' ..e 

visions of a "man on horseback" which could result from making *•" . chairman a 

commander.   This formulation was a step further than Jon?'    proposal to make 

the chain of comnand merely run "through" the CJC.C ' -c, in an effort to avoid 

opposition, Nichols' approach injected additional ambiguity into the picture. 

As a consequence it is impossible to "valuate its inpact adequately. 
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The other aspects of the Nichols Bill ace similar in nature to the ones 

and Myer proposals and share the same strengths and weaknesses. 

DoD/JCS Proposal. In response to Congressional inquiries, Secretary of 

Defense Caspar Weinberger made his own recommendation for JCS reform in 

68 
1983.  Those recommendations were made to him unanimously by the JCS and 

included putting the CJCS in the chain of command and removing or relaxing 

legislative restrictions on the Joint, staff in terms of size, tenure and 

reassignment. In arguing for inserting the CJCS in the chain of conmand, 

Weinberger testified: "Placing the chairman in the chain of command is a 

necessary step to provide smoother functioning of our command system during 

69 
the transition to war."   The current chairman testified that such a 

command channel was already in place in practice and "works well". 

The DoD and JCS concluded that congressional action on other reform 

proposals was unnecessary as "other inprovements can most probably be made 

71 within the boundaries of existing legislation." 

Public Law 98-525. Subsequently, Congress passed Public Law 98-525 

which, inter alia, removed or relaxed some of the legislative restrictions on 

the Joint Staff and slightly increased the authority of the chairman over 

Joint Staff officers. (See Annex C for a complete description). Congress did 

not agree, despite the advocacy of the chairman and tne defense secretary, to 

placing the chairman in the chain of command (although, as noted earlier, 

neither does the law place the JCS in the cnain of command. Tnat is acne by 

DoD Directive 5100.1). 

Tne new law did, nowever, designate tne chairman as the "spokesman" for 

the CINCs on "operational requirements", a role Secretary Weinberger nad 
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verbally dicected General Vessey to perform.   Further, the chairman was 

directed to 'determine when (joint) issues under consideration shall be 

decided".   How the first change will be translated in practice remains to be 

seen.    The second change seems to provide the chairman with more authority to 

insure timeliness of advice. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TODAY'S JOINT MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT 

Many of the criticisms of the joint military establishment, as discussed 

in the earlier section, appear to have been resolved.   But many have not.   How 

well does today's joint military establishment fulfill its responsibilities 

and meet the requirements of the analytical framework for both national 

security policy and posture? 

Since the dual-hatting of the service chiefs continues to be the order 

of the day, then, to the degree that such a JCS structure presents an inherent 

conflict of interest and pressures toward protecting service interests, 

military advice on national security policy will continue to exhibit lowest- 

common-denominator tendencies.    These tendencies can be mitigated to the 

extent that service chiefs "think joint", as the current chiefs seem to do, 

but such a situation is personality-dependent, not institutionally-required. 

Further, because of expanding defense budgets, the current joint military 

establishment has not had to face the tough choices on resource allocation 

that earlier ones have confronted, making "jointness" relatively easy. 

Finally, it is doubtful that even the current ease of jointness will lead to 

meaningful changes in the long-standing division of roles and missions or 

changes in the Unified Command Plan. 

These tendencies also can be reduced by having the chairman provide his 

own views, not just those of the JCS.    Indeed, that seems to be the current 

situation.    Secretary Weinoerger testified, "I also have the cnairman's 

personal advice, not just as leader of the Joint Chiefs, but in nis own right 
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as the Nation's senior serving military officer."  Nonetheless, some 

previous chairmen have seemed reluctant to exercise that authority, even 

though Title 10 clearly includes the chairman as a member of the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff and designates the Joint Cniefs of Staff as "the principal military 

73 advisors." " Again, this willingness on the part of the chairman is 

personality-dependent. A change in Title 10 may oe required in order to make 

tne cnairraan, not just authorized to offer advice in his own right, but, 

indeed, responsible for doing so. 

Further, since the Joint Staff continues to work for the corporate body 

of the JCS, it is still susceptible to delay and watering-down of analysis 

through consensus-seeking. The chairman's new authority over issue decisions 

may reduce the delays, but only induce faster "log-rolling." Even though the 

recent increase in authority of the chairman over selection and tenure of 

joint staff officers may preclude some of that, the benefits may be at the 

expense of consuming some of the chairman's time and attention. 

Finally, the committee nature of the JCS remains. As long as the 

defense secretary appears willing to seek and follow military advice, as seems 

to be the case presently, a committee system is not that disadvantageous. 

Split decisions on the part of the JCS are allowable and, in fact, may oe 

desirable since they present considered, divergent views to decision-makers. 

However, snould a defense secretary seem less inclined to seek or listen to 

JCS opinions, unanimity might be sought by tne "committee" as a way to 

increase their influence and the quality of advice could be degraded. 

The effectiveness of the joint military establishment in the 

determination of our national security posture has been increased by recent 

changes, but much still needs to be done. 
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In the area of military strategy, the current JCS nave taken a step In 

the right direction by developing a global war plan and war gaining that plan 

with the CINCs1 war plans to identify deficiencies. But a military strategy 

and a global war plan are not identical. The former is developed from the top 

down, that is from the national strategy. The latter is formulated from the 

bottom up, that is from the CINC's war plans. The increased involvement of 

the CINCs is useful in determining the nature of the threat and requirements 

to meet that threat. Yet, since tne CINCs are oriented on the present, such 

involvement is more useful in the formulation of war plans than in the 

74 
development of mid to long term strategy. 

Further, unless a military strategy is explicitly tied to joint force 

programming it will also not be useful. The creation of SPRAA in the JCS was 

intended to provide the cnairman with a capability {albeit limited) to address 

this proolem. But its subsequent subjugation to the corporate oody of the JCS 

makes it as susceptible as any other part of tne Joint Staff to log-rolling 

and watered-down analysis. Joint programs are currently managed by a single 
3 

service designated as the executive agent for the program (with C a notable 

exception, since the JCS has a directorate coordinating those programs). As a 

result joint programs often fail to meet joint requirements. The Joint 

Requirements and Management Board (composed of the Vice Chiefs and the 

Director of the Joint Staff) was established in 1984 in an attempt to set 

joint requirements first and then identify joint programs to meet those 

requirements. Although the JRMB's initial efforts at identifying joint 

requirements for current joint programs have been successful, it is doubtful, 
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given the board membership, that it can devote the time and effort necessary 

to identify all future joint requirements and oversee their execution. 

Finally, unless war plans and contingency plans are tied to forces 

available the usefulness of those plans remains limited. The current global 

war plan developed by JCS does tell the CINCs the minimum and possible forces 

available for planning. But, the current command and control arrangements 

oetween the services, the CINCs and tne component commands preclude effective 

determination by the war planners of forces actually avaiiaole. 

In the area of military doctrine, a 1962 JCS pilot program directed the 

CINCs for the first time to work on joint doctrine in areas such as second 

echelon attack, theater air defense and sea lane defense.   That program is 

not yet complete, but as long as the services hold the primary responsibility 

for doctrinal development (the JCS do have responsibility for developing 

certain types of doctrine) we are likely to see more CINC-service disputes 

such as we saw on FOFA and ALB. Further, as long as the services buy the 

forces the CINCs would command, the ability of the CINCs to develop doctrine 

to meet their specific needs will remain constrained by forces made available 

to them by the services. These problems were compounded by the fact that 

until recently there was no central agency in the JCS for tne development and 

coordination of joint doctrine. The Policy division, J5, has just been 

designated as the agency on tne Joint Staff responsioie for "management of 

joint docrtine-reiated matters". Nevertheless, it is not clear tnat tne 

Policy Division has sufficient resources to adequately fulfill this 

responsibility. 

Finally, in the area of command and control there has been little 
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iitprovement. Although the CJCS nas additional leverage in his role as the 

CINCs* "spokesman", it is not clear how tnis will translate into increased 

authority. Further, the problem of tne CINCs' control over their conponent 

commands remains. 

!• 
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CHAPTER VII 

OBSTACLES TO REFORM 

Assuming that further changes should be made to increase the 

effectiveness of the joint military establishment, what obstacles stand in the 

way of enacting such changes? Barriers can be identified in five 

organizations - the Congress, the White House, OSD, the military departments, 

and tne JCS. 

Congress. It is ironic that tne institution pusning the nardest for 

reform is also an obstacle, but such is the case. There are two sources of 

this inconsistency. To many ooservers the issue breaks along partisan lines, 

with the Democratic House trying to force change through an opposing 

■| 9    Republican Senate. Indeed, recent experience would seem to indicate that this 

is true—the House-passed Nichols bill stalled in the Senate. 

Nonetheless, tnere is strong bipartisan support for reform in the House and 

Senators Nunn and Goldwater have formed a bipartisan task force in the Senate 

Armed Service committee to investigate reform issues. 

There is also an inherent Congressional interest in keeping the services 

from further integration. Many members of Congress would rather have the 

military departments maintain their individual power. Such fragmentation 

allows legislators to influence the separate services, play one off against 

tne other, and benefit politically oy supporting programs wnicn benefit 

77 particular Congressional constituencies.  Examples such as Senator 

Cranston's support for tne California-oased Bl production and Representative 

Addabo's support for the New York-based A10 production come to mind. Despite 

.'?-. 
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this inherent interest, however, in recent years many congressmen and senators 

seem to nave submerged their particular interests in favor of support for the 

JCS reform initiatives eminating from Capitol Hill. 

Beyond these institutional characteristics, critics have claimed that 

tnere is a Navy lobby at work in Congress. Senator Tower, an ex-Navy man, 

proved to be a major obstacle to passage of the Nichols Bill by the Senate 

78 Armed Services Committee.   In this light, last minute maneuvers to 

incorporate JCS reform into the larger issue of DoD reform was seen as a way 

of "burying" JCS reform, since DOD reform is so encompassing as to make change 

79 nearly impossible.   Other Capitol Hill staffers deny this state of affairs 

pointing out that the SASC Report of 1984 predated this maneuver and included 

80 DoD reform along with JCS reform.  Nonetheless, this report was never 

released to the public, ostensibly because the SASC staff director, Jim 

McGovern, was a close friend of Navy secretary John Lehman, and Lehman was 

81 opposed to the report's call for reform. 

Given Aspin's newly-won cnairmanship of tne HASC and Goldwater's 

interest in, and Nunn's commitment to, reform on the Senate side, the 

prospects seem likely for renewed efforts toward reform on the part of the 

99th Congress. How intense those efforts will be, given the annual 

Congressional fixation on the budgei and current concerns over the deficit, 

remains to be seen. Further, the Congressional obstacles previously noted 

will have to be overcome in order for efforts to go beyond the respective 

Armed Services Committees. 

It is not clear what form reform will take - JCS reform or reform of the 

entire Department of Defense. JCS reform is probably easier, since it would 
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tread on fewer bureaucratic toes. But there are indications that many in the 

Senate genuinely feel that JCS reform without DoD reform is only marginally 

significant. If the latter view prevails, it may be a long time before any 

further changes are seen, especially without White House and OSD support. 

The White House. Clearly/ neither the President, nor his advisors, have 

assigned a high priority to reform to date. As the last major reform in 1958 

was a presidential initiative, it seems likely that without presidential 

support reform proposals will not go far. Current White House thinking seems 

to be that reform is "Cap's problem" and snould remain so, leaving the 

presidential image untarnisned. But should Congressional pressure become 

strong enough, the White House must be prepared to intercede and work to 

develop a consensus among the major actors on what changes should be made. To 

k' 9    tais end, it is likely that White House staffers are already at work 

identifying what changes can be enacted. 

OSD. The secretary of Defense has also remained relatively uninvolved 

and uninterested in major reform. Apparently he feels, in part, that it is 

far more important to devote his efforts to development and passage of each 

year's defense budget and supporting reform efforts would make the budget 

vulnerable to Congressional reductions, further, it appears that the 

Secretary feels that major reform is not necessary, as the changes of the past 

four years (noted above) have been sufficient to resolve any shortcomings. 

Finally, it would üe extremely difficult for Secretary Weinberger to start 

championing reform at this late date, as it could be tauen by some people as 

an admission that he improperly ran the Defense Department for the past four 

years. 

46 
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In general, the defense secretary will oppose changes which diminish his 

authority, as some reform proposals could do. And defense secretaries 

institutionally oppose legislated changes to components of OSD, seeing such 

changes as infringing on their executive authority as derived from tne 

president. 

Tnus, if furtner cnange is to come, OSD desires to be the instrument of 

that change ratner than allow Congress to impose it. Yet a delicate balance 

is at work. With Congressional interest in reform, if DoD showed an interest 

in it, pressure would mount to achieve even greater change. 

It is for this reason that information was closely held on the so-called 

Cox Group - an ad hoc group established at the direction of the deputy defense 

secretary under the direction of General Counsel Chapman Cox (until 1984, 

assistant Navy secretary). The Cox Group has representatives from each of the 

services roughly at the under/assistant secretary level and from OSD, JCS and, 

since January 1985, from the NSC. It is charged with keeping track of reform 

proposals. As yet, they have formed no proposals of tneir own, in the belief 

tnat further reform is not needed until the recent changes are fully 

82 implemented and their inpact assessed. 

It may oe tnat if Congressional pressures for reform mount in the next 

session, OSD would öe forced to respond. If so, then OSD will undoubtedly 

point out that the Cox Group has been studying reform and concludes tnat no 

more reform is needed. If Congressional pressure continues, then OSD will 

probably ask for more time to inplement and evaluate recent changes. If the 

pressure still continues, OSD will probably ask Congress to surrender some of 

its control over procurement so that DoD can reduce its costs and improve its 
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management practices (e.g. expanded autliocity for multi-year contracting to 

reduce unit costs). Additionally, OSD may ask Congress to reorganize itself 

and sinplify the budgeting process to reduce the time spent by DoD officials 

on Capitol Hill in support of budget proposals. Such an approach already 

enjoys some support in Congress and would direct Congressional efforts at 

reform away from DoD. Whatever the tactics, it is likely that OSD will, in 

the absence of White House pressure, remain reactive, rather than initiating 

reform proposals. 

Military Departments. Both the military and civilian conponents of the 

military departments have reasons for opposing further reform. Both value the 

amount of autonomy they are given (which has increased under Weinberger) and 

fear that reform may threaten it. Indeed, some people, sucn as assistant Air 

Force secretary Tidal McCoy, argue that even more authority and autonomy 

83 
should be granted to the service secretaries. 

Others, such as Navy secretary John Lehman, argue that JCS reform 

proposals, such as putting the CJCS in the chain of command, would 'dilute and 

84 
diminish the authority of the Secretary of Defense".  But if the chairman 

was still subordinated to the defense secretary, it is not clear how such a 

condition could occur. 

Civilian control of the military is often thrown up by civilians in the 

85 
service secretariats as being threatened by reform proposals.  But former 

defense secretaries Laird, Richardson, Schissinger and Brown characterize such 

arguments as "bugaboos raised by the Secretary of tne Navy* and as a "red 

86 
herring".  Further, six former defense secretaries have stated tnat "oy 

inproving tne quality of military advice, stronger joint military institutions 
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should reinforce, not usurp, the ability of civilian leaders to manage the 

87 
Department of Defense."  If defense secretaries are not worried about 

civilian control as a result of reform, why should the service secretaries? 

It may be that, as Schlesinger wryly notes, "the worry about the general staff 

is that it will dominate the Navy, not civilians. Let the civilians fend for 

88 themselves."  Further, as Harold Brown observes, "...the civilian control 

we are most concerned about is operational control over the application of 

89 
military force and tne service secretary doesn't play a part in that." 

The military services also oppose reform that would threaten their 

responsibility and authority to man, equip, train, and maintain the force and 

90 
their additional authority over the component commanders.  It would appear 

that those services, such as the Navy, which traditionally have viewed their 

authority and responsibility as being adequate to meet their service 

interests, which are the most strategically independent, and which have the 

91 most autonomy are the most opposed to reform. 

The current position of the military departments seems to be the same as 

OSD - any changes that were needed have now been carried out, or can be done 

internally. 

JCS. The JCS itself is an obstacle to reform. The service chiefs are 

opposed to changes which might threaten their control over the services or 

exclude them from the joint arena. 

Additionally, the chiefs and tne chairman are spending a great deal of 

time in meeting with the defense secretary and the president and evidently 

feel their meetings and discussions are influential in formulating national 

security policy. Their fear is that JCS reform might jeopardize the fine 
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working relationships which have been established. 

The chairman, as the only JCS member without a service constituencyf nas 

a somewhat different perspective. While, in the abstract, any chairman might 

encourage or initiate changes which would enhance his authority to impose a 

joint perspective on advice and policy, in practice it is not that easy. The 

chairman faces a leadership constraint. To the degree that the chairman takes 

the lead in proposing or endorsing change, he is that much more likely to harm 

the personal relationships between himself and the chiefs on which is based 

much of his present ability to lead the JCS. It is a question of balancing 

near term costs with long term benefits. The chairman mast walk this fine 

line, while using his powers of personal persuasion to bring the chiefs along 

slowly through incremental changes and institutionalization of evolved 

existing practices. Thus, people seeking JCS reform proposals should not look 

to the presiding chairman to provide them. 

Indeed, as one Joint Staff officer put it, "Asking the JCS to reform 

92 
itself is like asking a patient to heal himself." 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The foregoing analysis points out remaining deficiencies in the joint 

military establishment and the obstacles to additional reform which exist. 

Any recommendations for further reform must take note of both areas. 

Additionally, recommendations must oe sensitive to now changes are made in 

order to reduce existing obstacles. 

It is douotful that any major reform will take place, absent a military 

disaster which generates public demand for major change. Although some feel 

that the Beirut bombing incident and the Grenada operation or the current 

budget deficit can be translated into substitutes for a military disaster, 

such optimism seems misplaced. Thus, the first rule for reform is that it 

must be incremental if it is to be adopted. 

The second rule is that a consensus supporting a particular proposal 

should be generated among the four major actors - the White House, Congress, 

OSD, and the JCS. Failure to do so could jeopardize adoption of the 

proposal. For appearances sake, if nothing else, OSD and JCS should be seen 

as the initiator of the proposal, with White House support, and Congressional 

concurrence. 

Tne tnird rule is that the incremental changes should, as far as 

practicaole, institutionalize or modify existing practices. Tnis approach 

assures tnat changes will oe supportable. 

The final rule is that change should be brougnt about, to the extent 

possible, by DOD directive rather than legislation. This approach provides 
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additional future flexibility to implement further change, should the 

situation warrant, and avoids possiole constitutional problems posed by 

Congressional action in areas belonging to the president in his role as 

commander-in-chief. For example, although a 1978 Defense General Counsel 

ruling concludes that nothing in the law prohibits the CJCS from being placed 

in the chain of command, there is some disagrement with that assessent on 

93 Capitol Hill.  Ihese types of disputes are best avoided in the future. 

With these rules in mind, what specific changes should be made to 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the joint military establishment? 

The following recommendations are made with this dictum in mind: "Do not let 

the best be the enemy of the good." 

In the area of national security policy, the following changes would 

seem to offer iirprovements in tne timeliness and quality of joint military 

advice. 

- Designate tne chairman as the "Senior Military Advisor". Since Title 

10 already makes nim the "senior serving military officer" and a "military 

advisor," combining those two titles would serve to clarify his right to offer 

advice in his own right. Further, it would seem to avoid concerns that tne 

chiefs would lose some of their advisory capacity, as proposals to make the 

CJCS the "principal military advisor" could conceivably do. This change 

should be effected through legislation. 

- Direct that the Joint staff reports to the chairman, in his capacity 

as the senior serving military member of the JCS. This change would clarify 
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the chairman's ability to task the joint staff, as granted in Title 10, 

without eliminating the ability of the other chiefs to task the staff to work 

on joint issues. The current legislative language prescribing the 

relationship of the joint staff (and the Director) to the chairman should be 

eliminated. The new relationship should be established by DoD directive. 

- Direct that the JCS will produce a schedule for the service Cniefs to 

serve as Acting Chairman. The acting chairmanship snould be rotated quarterly 

or semi-annually and the acting chairman snould oe directed to arrange his 

schedule to be availaole to the national command authority in the cnairraan's 

aosence. Such a procedure would insure active participation by the chiefs in 

the joint arena and give them the added incentive and opportunity to "think 

joint." Additionally, it would foster a sense of teamwork among the JCS and 

reduce the perceived need for a vice chairman. Such a change codifies 

existing practice and should be implemented by DoD directive. 

- Expedite Joint Staff products by streamlining the joint staffing 

procedures. This change can be made internally by the JCS. Specific 

consideration should be given to eliminating the complex and cumbersome 

"flimsy-buff-green-red stripe" approach, in its place, papers would be 

written within a specific J-staff office, or introduced by a service cnief, 

distributed to tne service operations deputies for comments (who could task 

tneir own staff or a joint staff office to review tnem) and then forwarded to 

the chairman for approval. 
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In the area of national security posture, the following changes may 

offer improvements in the joint military estaolishment' s development of 

military strategy and the requisite force structure. 

- Develop a five year strategic planning document to go with the FYDP. 

Such a document could be usefully integrated as the strategic guidance portion 

of the Defense Guidance. The draft version should oe sent out to the CINCs 

for advice and comment, in order to increase the CINCs' capability to shape 

next year's resources and future force-. The CINCs should comment on their 

component commands' forces so that the JCS could keep the CINCs' views in mind 

as they conduct cross-service and inter-theater leveling. Ihis approach would 

preclude the CINCs having to get deeply involved in the DOD PPBS since 

specific trade-offs would be made by the JCS and OSD. This change would 

further help the CINCs, since their views would be registered prior to the 

development of service programs rather than after the fact as is currently the 

case. By focusing attention on realistic planning horizons, this approach 

should resolve some of the disjunctions that exist between strategy and force 

structure. Tne current 10 year JSPD should be retained to establish long term 

strategic goals and objectives. 

- Direct the CINCs to conform their war plans to a near term joint 

military strategy. The JCS should develop a near term joint military strategy 

for the use of existing forces. The CINCs' war plans should conform to this 

strategy. Review of war plans by J3 and J5, at a minimum, would ensure that 

those plans were in keeping with the strategy and would provide the necessary 
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linkage between war plans and military strategy. This change can be done oy 

DOD directive. 

- Establish a Joint Doctrine Division in J5, JCS. As General Vessey has 

94 said "the foundation of Joint [war] planning is joint doctrine."  Further, 

doctrine drives training, and the JCS are charged to "formulate policies for 

joint training" (see Annex A). Clearly the JCS can do so more effectively if 

they have control over joint doctrine, rather than allowing the services to 

develop it on an ad hoc basis. While the services snould continue to develop 

service-unique doctrine, joint doctrine should be coordinated through a joint 

doctrine division. This change can oe made internally by tne JCS, althougn 

legislation may be required to allocate the manpower spaces to JCS. 

- Establish a Joint Requirements and Programs Directorate in JCS. This 

directorate would identify evolving joint requirements, develop programs to 

meet those requirements, and manage the programs. This approach would commit 

more resources than currently available to joint programs and would eliminate 

problems engendered by services acting as executive agents for joint 

programs. The JCS would be given programming and budgeting authority for 

joint programs. This change can be inplemented by DoD directive. 

- Direct tnat component commands suomit tneir üudgeting requirements 

through tne CINCs to the JCS. Tnis change will provide tne CINCs more 

involvement in the shaping of the services' operating and maintenance oudgets 

and will allow tne CINCs to identify deficiencies to bring to the attention of 
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the JCS and OSD, before service budgets are completed. This change can be 

implemented by DoD directive. 

- Estaolish a combatant command contingency fund. This change was 

atteitpted in PY 83 and FY 84 in the form of a CINCs O&M Fund, out was not 

approved by Congress. Ttie fund could be as high as 100 million dollars, and 

would be dispensed to cover immediate shortfalls in the combatant commands 

(particularly in readiness items such as repair parts, ammunition, or fuel) 

which occur due to unanticipated changes in the nature of the threat or 

unforeseen deficiencies in DOD's annual budget. This recommendation would 

require congressional action. 

- Place the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Chain of 

Command. This change was recommended by the JCS and the Secretary of Defense 

in 1983, but not implemented by Congress. Inplementation of this 

recommendation would merely codify existing practice. As Admiral McDonald, 

CINCLANT, put it, "In effect, he is right now and in all practicality, we are 

45 working that way, it is just not codified."  Rather than Congress writing 

it into the law, however, what is needed is for Congress to remove the 

language in the law which seems to preclude such an arrangement. The 

President and the Secretary of Defense can then execute by direction their 

constitutionally-based perogative to determine how the chain of command should 

be structured. The decision can be implemented by DOD directive (5100.1). 

The above recommendations are admittedly incremental, and in many 
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instances are marginal improvements.   Yet they are necessary if the joint 

military establishment is to improve its contribution to our national security 

policy and posture.   Further, they will provide the foundation for further 

incremental changes should time and circumstances so warrant. 

*• 
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ANNEX A 

Statutory Responsibilities of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

(Title 10, Section 141) 

1. Prepare strategic plans and provide for the strategic direction of the 
armed forces; 

2. Prepare joint logistic plans and assign logistic responsibilities to the 
armed forces in accordance with those plans; 

3. Establish unified commands in strategic areas; 

4. Review the major material and personnel requirements of the armed forces 
in accordance with strategic and logistic plans; 

5. Formulate policies for the joint training of the armed forces; 

6. Formulate policies for coordinating the military education of members of 
the armed forces. 

7. Provide for the representation of the United States on the Military Staff 
Committee of the United Nations in accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations; and 

8. Perform such other duties as the President or the Secretary of Defense may 
prescribe. 
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ANNEX B 

Major Reorganization Studies of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

(Adopted from General Edward C. Meyer f "The 
JCS - How Much Reform is Needed', Armed 
Forces Journal Internationaly April 1982) 

1944 - McNarney Plan 
1945 - Richardson Committee Majority Report 
1945 - Eberstadt Plan 
1945 - Collins Plan 
1947 - Army - Navy Conpromise Plan (Norstad - Sherman Plan) 
1948 - Eiserstadt Committee (of the Hoover Commission) Report 
1949 - Commission on the Organization of the Executive Branch of the 

Government (Hoover Commission) Report 
1953 - Rockefeller Committee Report 
1953 - President Eisenhower's Reorganization Plan 
1958 - Wheeler Committee Report 
1958 - President Eisenhower's Reorganization Plan 
1960 - Symington Study on Reorganization of the Department of Defense 
1970 - Blue Ribbon Defense Panel (Fitzhugh) Report 
1978 - Ignatius Report on Defense Reorganization 
1978 - steadman Report on National Military Command Structure 
1982 - Two Separate Reports of the Chairman's Special Study Group 
1982 - Jones Reorganization Proposal 
1982 - Meyer Reorganization Proposal 
1984 - Senate Armed Services Committee Staff Report 
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I 124. c«

I mi tU ;«(at CkMft •€ SUO.(•) With tk9 %m4 «M<
U« Prwiitwt. Ckrvarfe Um SMt^urr «r 0«fMW«. U«U—

fl) mUMiik HUM rMfcHMt rMirii «r iwM < 
teUatCO«AMl4*U»WfM«MltUlT«MtMM: mi4 

• t9tm SUTMtttM(2)
(%) ru mtUfrr

r tkto mttim U |
U«M c«miMa4A. A fM«« M i» ••dtr Uia fttll
coniMaM 9( lfe« MMUMA^tr •< tk« c*mm**4 u wiick tt i« sMifaW. 
It auf b« (rsM tA« (•«iims4 ts «iii«li it ii M»irn«4
•«<7 br aMtJiMnty Ui* S«ef«ur7 ut4 uftAcr pffv:«4mrM pr«Mnb«4 
bf th« S«cr«unr «nUt tb« approval tA« PrvtulMk A (•!«• a«t «• 
4Mita*4 rvMiM. far all parpaaaa. is tlia miUurp <apftwfi 
cama4.

(el^jCaateiApi < I aauillafcM «a4ar tkia aaatiaa ara
u Ua fraa;4ast aa4 U tAa SaaraiArr far aac* ailiUrp 

mtaaiaM aa aap ba awif a4 ta tbaa bp tAa Sacraurr viU tAa a^ 
praaai af tka Praaikaat.

<4) Sabiact ta tka aatkaritr. (ftiractiaa. aa4 eaairat mi tka Saar» 
lATT. tack auliury daparoaaat ia raapaaaikta far tba a4ataiatr«Uaa 
af farcaa aactpaaC br tkaa daparfaat ta rwaaiaat ca«aaa4a t^ 
taaiiahak aakar tkta aaauaa. Tka Sacmarr tkali aaaipa tka raapaa 
aikilitr far tka aappart af fareaa aaa«|aaa ta tkaaa eaiaaaaka ta aaa 
ar ■ara af tka latiitary dafcmaaca.
A4M PakX. tT<^t. Titia a f 201(a). Sapc T. IM& 70 Stai. 114.

124(c)(2) SubjKt to Wo 4utftority. direction, «nd control 
of to# Socrtury. to# Chilnutn Kt$ 4S to# tpok#sMO for 
to# coaund#n of to# conOttint coaModt on op#rit1on#1 
r#qu1r#a#nts.

41. fm am 1 turn. ■
CbMT «4 «ta«L

I

V ^
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w CMAPTSK t—JOINT-CHirFS OP STATF 

■  141.    OMIMMMMMI I   fI   
u) T>im »»• n uw B«t«n«*K u Of— «• i«»t CUM « Mt 

«MMMI«( •»—• 
(I) »CbtlnMai 
(tl UMCMdMSultaitlMArar. 
(St   UMCUalMNaTOlOVMMMn: 

. <«) iMekMraflunMtMAlrPwM: w4 
(It tin OMiaMMat af u* Mart«« Cw«. 

(*i Tu« JMat CkMi t tinr M tu« ttitiui mmur •'•"J)'" u* 
PmitMt. IM NtMMl Smrttr CWIM«. »•« IM t-mtrr 1 Ottmm. 

(ti MM«« w IM MiMfttr »M «irMtwa «I u. mMwi M« U« 
iMnurr t (MMM. UM JMM Cktm t Suit IMH— 

III trmrt ttnuwM MM* »M »fw«M tv tt« •«iH« «Imo« 
M IM »rmt lw«w; 

(It   WMM» JMI IMIMM MM *»* MMH ItfttU* nMMMMUU« 
M IM MM« IM«W !■ MMfMMI *tUl UM* (MM: 

(It   WUtUMMMIMMaBMMlaMfMHMUM*: 
(41 rwl*» IM iM)*f «*un*t M« MftMMl rM««»H»««U * »• 

urn** ttnm M MMTMM* *IU um*«M u« latUU* (IM*: 
(It tannlM* MUMM IM IM J«»«i tniUM •« I» »»«* '•f,": 

(It (smutM* MU«** >M tMrtiMU»c IM ■luurr MM*IIM * 

(Tt  »lMIMrMrM»MMttl».««IMOWIMllMMMtt*MUlurr 
■urr CaaatllM at IM UaliM «auaMW MHMaaM wltt Ua CMriM 
•f Uk« Qsllttf NftUMt!  AM 

(It Hrtan» MM a»Mr «ailM M IM PraMaat M IM MarauiT a» 
OalaaM ««r MaaaMM. 

«I AftM nm IBlam«*» IM Mwatur a« MMM. * ■«■»*»»' «*• 
J«*I Cklaft •* lu/f «»r aw»* M*» faM»«MMilaM la Coacrwa t* 
Udac la ua OaaansMt af OCIMM M a* aar «aiiaar MPMVMata. 
Ai *«*MM OaL «. IITI. Pa»X. 11-411. Till* vm. I lit. » «Ut I***- 

Ö 
       m   CMUMMM«   »«   IM   HiflM 
r*m tm iwiif.1. in UM CMmwi H« IIW 
JIM CkM> «I Mtff tmt munm UM m- 

«■■■nil.   MM   l»M   "Mfif   M*  Ma« 

JL  5|  M       MSST KM.    l-WkU ««Mi   I  •»<■». 

MM» CO 
Mt.    I1« 

MaagM* <v>. ■MM. (■»IH. l» 
(«k 

§ 142i    ouuiinii 
(,) TJi. Cluirm« .1 tk. JaUt CkMi. .< SUtt ^.^f«^ 

by tha Prtaidaiiv br »■* •*»* M« •*»'« •■* wmat ri *• 8"'U- 
frta Ui« affinra •< Hit rtfultTmrnpeaaau af U» tww« fortat. 
Ua aarvM at Ua plaMura «f tk« PrwiM« far a Urm a( l»a jrtan. 
tad mmr M raaopamu* in U« tama muaar <ar ana Mdltionai Um. 
Hawaw. in time af war dadand by Cantnaa Uara ia no limit am 
Ua auinbar a( rtappoinunantt. 

(b) In addition U hi« aUar duUM u a mambar af Ua Joint 
Chia/t of SUff. Ua Qiainnan lhall. »wbiact to Ua taUohtr and 
dinauna af Ua Prmidmt and Ua SMraurr af Qafana^- 

(1) praid* avar Ua Joint Quaf■ of SUff: 
(2) provida tiranda (ar Ua «aatin»« of Ua Joint Ckiaii af 

. SUff and aaaiat Ua« ia «wryiat an Uair bMiaan u prerapüy 
u pimctieabla; and 

(3) inform Ua SacnUrr of Oafanaa. and. whan Ua Praai- 
(iant or Ua Soeraury of Dafanaa eaMidan it appropriata. Ua 
PtMidant. af Uaaa iaa«M upon wkicü Ua Jaint Cbiafa af SUff 
havt not atraod. 

U2(b)(2) provldt ««and« for U« MOtlngt of tlw Joint Chiafj 
act for ttw «wnd« rtcawndod 

Hint tkM in carrying on 
of SUff (Iwctudlfig «ny wBJact 
by tlf Joint CMtft ot SUff). 
thtlr butlnast at pronptly ti p proiaptiy*7i prietleibU, wd doumin« 
»iwi IIIUM uwdar cowldoration iMI] bj dgraBt 
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(c) WhiU heidiac tffln, U« Ouirtn«« eutrtniu all i»thtr *tti- 
em o( tht uimd (ORM. Sv*mr, h« nur not ««rciu miliurr 
comouad a*«r tbt Joint ChUU at Sutt or «ay of Uo uimd form. 
Aug. 10. ISM. «. 104X. TOA SUC Ti Stpt. T. 1962. Pttb.L. 17-441. | 
Ucd), TI SUL ML 

9   143.     Joint Sta/t 
(t) Thtrt it uador tht Joint Ckitfa of SUff a Joint Staff caiuist- 

iRff of not mart than 400 affiean Mltetad br tht Joint Chitfa of 
SUff with tht approval of tht Chairman. Tht Joint Staff ahati bt 
atitetad in appnaimaulr tquai aumbtn from— 

(1) thtArmr: 
(2) tht Navy and tht Mauna Corpa; and 
(3) tht Air Foret. 

Tht tanun of tht mraibtra of tht Joint SUff la lubjaet to tha »p- 
provat of tha Chairman of tht Jtint Chitfa of SUff. and isew in 
timt of war, at lueh ttnun of duty mar ht mora thaa thrtt rtan. 
Gxetpt in timt of war, affiean eompiatiav a tour of duty wiU tht 
Joint SUff may not bo rtaaaicnad to tht Joint SUff for a ptno« of 
not Itaa than thrtt ytan foiiowinc thtir prrrioua tour of duty »n 
tho Joint Staff, netpt that Mitetad »ffletn may bt rtcaiit« to 
Joint Staff duty in Itaa than thrtt ytara with tht approval of tht 
Seerttary of Otftnat in taeh caat. Tht numbtr of auch offietra rt- 
eallad to Joint SUff duty in loot than thrtt ytara «bail not txcttd 
30 strrinc on tht Joint SUff at any ont timt. 

(b) Tht Chairman of tha Joint Chitfa of SUff in eonauludoa 
with tho Joint Chiafa of SUff. and with tha approval of tho Start* 
tary of Otftnat. ihall laiact tht Diratur tf tht Joint Staff. Sattpi 
in unit t< nan tha mm »I dan wt ilw«wtwy<—r^to^^ott^ 
thrta jttm Wptn^fcf^—ipiaiita tf a ttaa if d«l»^a"<Mtaata» if 
tha »tim itaffi iha Siiuitn uaa^i .u liuit tf mi. mai no» bt 
uaajiantd tt tht Jiini guff. Tht Oinctor muat bt an offictr ;«n- 
tar in tradt u taeh memotr of tht Jtint Chitfa of SUff. 

(•e) Tha Joint Staff «hail ptrform tueh datita aa tht Joint Chief a 
of SUff or tha Chainaaa praaeribaa. The Chairman of tht Jtiat 
Chitfa of SUff manatta tha Joiat SUff and iU OirtcUr, ea bahaif 
of the Joiat Chiafa of SUff. 

(d) Tha Joint SUff ihall not aptratt tr bt artanittd u aa «vw- 
all Armed Foreta Central SUff and «hail have no tsaeutivt auUtr- 
ity. Tht Jaiat SUff may bt artanittd aad may aptrau alone tea» 
vtntional itaft linea to luppert tha Joiat Chiafa of SUff ia dia- 
charfint their «uifaod rtapoaaibilitiea. 
Auff. 10, 19S1 e. 1041. TOA SUC T;   Auc «. ISS«. PttbJ. S8-4M. I 
J(a). T2SULS17. 

H3.   Joint SUff 

(a)(1) Thtrt If under tha Joint Chtafs of Staff a Joint Staff 
contntlnfl of not «art than 400 officer« selected by tne 
Chairman of tha Joint Chiefs of Staff.   Tht Joint Staff shall 
bt salected In approxlnataly equal nmtotrs fron— 

(A) the Army; 
(8) tha Navy and tht Marina Corps; and 
(C) tha Air Force. 

(2) Stltctton of officers of an armed force to serve on the 
Joint Staff shall be made by the Chalraan fron a list of 
officers suMrttted by that anted force. Eacn officer «nose 
nemo Is subMlttad shall bt »meng those officers considered to 
ba tne most outstanolnq officers of that antod force. The 
Chairman nay specify the nuober of officer« to be Included on 
any such list. 

(3) Tht tenure of the «aitotn of the Joint Staff Is subject 
to the approval of the Chairman of tho Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

[Oelete second and third lentenee« of Section 143(b)] 

(e) An officer who is attlcned or detailed to duty on tho 
Joint Staff nay not serve for a tour of duty of more then 
four years. An officer eoapletlnq a tour of duty with »a 
Joint Staff «ay not bt tttlfned or detailed to duty on tha 
Joint Staff within two years after relief from that duty 
except with tha approval of tha Secretary. This subsection 
does not apply In time of war declared by Congrasi or In 
time of national Mtrgency declared by tha President. 
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I 401.   HttUmml Uauitr CoMdl- («> IitiMIrt«»». ptmUlmt 

Tkan it MMMMW* • CNMü U kt kain u tb* NaUoaai Sw 
itr CaoBol (tmiuttie in ikU Mctioa- nfamd to u tk* "CMB* 

ol").   .   '        . .     '.-. .' ... •;• 

Tba trmUux at tfaa Uoitad SUtM «hall pmM« a*tr BMUM* 
of tkt Cawcil: Pmilirf, Bwt to M» ibwnw >»—y Jwitm« > 
ffl«mb«r of to* CMMU to UtoMl to Ui PUM. . ....'■:    '■■■t..' 

Tht ftuetto» af lh* CwMU ikall ba to ■««M to* VmMwt «ttk ' 
rttpMt to tot iatetntiM *t iltoWW» tonin. *sd militorr paikto* 
rtlaüBf to tbt uttutl Mciuttr M «• to «ubl« tba militory urr- 
tisi u« tba atoar <la«anauata *ai ataadaa at tba Garanaa« la 
'naaarua aan «fftottmlr to aatlan taiwinac tba aadaoai Mtuw 
ff. ■      •..-,.    '.■ 
, Tba Cauaatl abail Hi aaapaaa* air— 

' (1) tba Pttatoaac ■: ~ 
! (2) tba VU^PrtatoaBt;. .■•■••'• >U:-.-. ':,  ' 
i (3) tba Satrtair a« Stola:."!■:-'.■:   . 
' (4) tba 3aantair al OafaiMi' > «- 
:  (») toaBliaalailailia—Hiiaiillil     i   V 
' (i) tba Cbairaaa «Ttoa tfattaaal Saaofitr laaaawaa BaaH: ui ' 
■  (T) Tba Satnoiiaa aa4 Uedar Saeratariaa tt. atbar «aanttrc 
4«»tnaast* and «( tba. ailltoir daawonato, tba Cbairaaa *t tba 
MatottoM laafC taä tba Cbalwai U tba laaatHh a^ Daaala» 
atat laart, «kaa «fpaiatari bf tba timltm bn aad witb tba 
tint» tat aaaaaat tt tba Suata, to aarra at bia i 

Joint Staff (cont.) 

Add uw stctlon: 

646.   Consldtratlon of ptrforMnco as a 
Sttff. 

r of tht Joint 

Tho Socrttary of Otfonw. In consultation with tht 
Chairman of tht Joint Chlafi of SUff, shall ansurt that 
offlctr pirsonntl policUs of th« krwf. navy. Air Fore«, 
and Marina Corps conctrnlng prantlon, rttantlon, and assign- 
Mnt glva approprlat« consldaratlon to tht ptrfonunca of an 
offlctr as a mtnbtr of tht Joint SUff. 

w 
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